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A Comparison of Two Lung Clearance Models Based on the Dissolution

Rates of Oxidized Depleted Uranium

by

Kevin Craig Crist

ABSTRACT

An in-vitro dissolution study was conducted on two respirable

oxidized depleted uranium samples. The dissolution rates

generated from this study were then utilized in the International

Commission on Radiological Protection Task Group lung clearance

model and a lung clearance model proposed by Cuddihy. Predictions

from both models based on the dissolution rates of the amount of

oxidized depleted uranium that would be cleared to blood from the

pulmonary region following an inhalation exposure were compared.

It was found that the predictions made by both models differed

considerably. The difference between the predictions was

attributed to the differences in the way each model perceives the

clearance from the pulmonary region.



INTRODUCTION

Research has been performed at Los Alamos National Laboratory

to determine the dissolution behavior of oxidized depleted uranium

(DU) in lung fluid simulant in a effort to gather data which

could be used to determine the pulmonary to blood transfer rate of

inhaled oxidized DU. This information was taken one step further

by utilizing the data in two biomathematical clearance models to

predict the clearance characteristics of that material. From

these models a quantitative description of how the material will

be cleared from the pulmonary region was estimated. The two

models utilized were the International Commission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP) Task Group model' ' and a clearance model
12)developed by Cuddihy.v '

The major complication involved with this type of experiment

is that the environment in which the the study is carried out,

must closely resemble the environment found in the lung. The

environment of the pulmonary region was simulated in the

experiment to obtain an estimate of the dissolution behavior. For

example, the solvent used in the dissolution study had to

chemically resemble the lung fluid found in the pulmonary region;

and other physiological conditions such as temperature and pH had

to be duplicated. All of these components can affect the

The citations used on the following pages follow the style of the
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal.



dissolution behavior of a material. There were also complications

with the interpretation of the data generated from the experiment.

The data was analyzed based on theoretical approximations developed

by Mercer.* ' However, the data did not totally conform with

theory. Consequently, some major assumptions were made about the

data in order to use the theoretical approximations.

Quantitative descriptions of the removal processes from the

respiratory system are important because they provide dose effect

estimates from an inhalation exposure. Thus, the data generated

from this study can be used as an integral part in determining the

possible biological effect from an inhalation exposure to oxidized

depleted uranium (DU) aerosol.

The objective of this thesis was three fold: (1) to determine

the dissolution rates for two respirable DU samples, (2) to

determine the specific pulmonary clearance characteristics of

oxidized DU, (3) to compare two lung clearance models, by

determining the predicted values for pulmonary clearance from such

models for the two dissolution rate constants with the widest

numerical range.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Dissolution studies have been performed to gain information on

the human risk associated with the inhalation of uranium oxide

particles produced when firing anti-tank shells called penetrators.

The penetrators are formed from uranium metal rods produced from a

raw stock of uranium tetrafluoride (UF.). Elder and Tinkle* '

concluded that when the penetrators were subject to fire

(temperatures exceeding 500°C) respirable oxidized OU aerosols of

U0o and U o0 o were produced. If these aerosols are readily

transported into the blood stream the hazard associated with

inhalation will be one of chemical toxicity, with the critical

organ being the kidney/ '

When assessing the harmful effects from inhalation of a

chemical toxin, lung clearance plays an essential role in

determining the harmful reaction. Consequently, in order to

determine the dose to the body organs from inhalation of DU the

lung clearance mechanism and rates must be determined. '

The total clearance of material deposited in the pulmonary

region is assumed to be accomplished by three pathways* ' ' ' ^

lung to gastrointestinal tract (GI), lung to lymph, and lung to

blood. Clearance of particles to the 61 tract involves transport

via the moving blanket of mucous, which covers the respiratory

airways, up to the throat where the particles are swallowed or

expectorated/ ' ' These particles may be free or contained in



phagocytes. This may involve direct transport of particles,

transport of phagocytes (engulfed particles), and a combination of

the two. However, the principle mechanism for this type of

clearance may vary depending on deposition site and particle

composition. In the lung to lymph pathway, a portion of the

deposited material also undergoes phagocytosis.* ' The

responding phagocytes are transported to the lymph system/ ' '

Finally, in the lung to blood pathway, the material is first

dissolved in the interstitial fluid, with subsequent transfer to
(2 T)the blood stream.v * ' Dissolution controls the rate of

transfer, from lung to blood, because it is the slowest step in

the transfer of material from lung to blood.* ' • '

The lung to GI and lung to lymph pathways are both mechanical

processes and have been found to be relatively independent of the

chemical and physical form for relatively insoluble

materials.' ' • ' These mechanical processes play a major

role in clearance of material deposited in the respiratory tract

during the initial phases of lung clearance.* ' However, for

long term clearance of relatively insoluble material deposited in

the pulmonary region, dissolution which is a function of the

physiochemical nature of the compound,' ' • ' plays the major

role in the clearance of material/ ' Consequently, when

dealing with insoluble material, deposited in the pulmonary

region, dissolution of that material controls the long term

systemic contamination from an inhalation exposure.



A relatively simple method of assessing particle solubility,

when biological data is limited, is by in-vitro dissolution

studies. When conducting in-vitro dissolution studies, the

composition, temperature, and pH of the lung simulant used must be

matched to those of the lung to insure that dissolution rates

observed in-vitro and in-vivo are comparable.(9'13>14'15*16'17)

Simulants of lung interstitial fluid (formerly called Gamble's

solution) are based on extrapolation of molar equivalent

concentrations from a bar graph based on ionic concentration

information available on the composition of lung interstitial

(IB)fluid/ ; The solution represents an environment equivalent to

the deep pulmonary region of the lung.

Since a study of all possible aerosol forms that could be

involved in human inhalation exposure is impractical, methods were

developed to analyze experimental data, (i.e. in-vitro dissolution

studies) which can be used to extrapolate such data to man/ *

One particular method is the use of biomathematical models for

inhalation exposure.(1'2'13'19^

Currently, the most widely used model for describing retention

and dosimetry of inhaled radionuclides was developed by the ICRP

Task Group on Lung Dynamics for Committee II on the International

Radiological Protection Commission (ICRP)/ 1' The ICRP Task

Group defined the respiratory tract in terms of three major

compartments; nasopharynx (N-P), trachea and the bronchial tree

(T-B), and pulmonary (P). An illustration of this model is given



in Figure 1. Clearance from these compartments is described in

terms of 10 different absorption and translocation processes. For

each clearance pathway, two values are assigned, the biological

half time for that pathway, and the regional fraction cleared by

that pathway. ' The ICRP Task Group grouped nine major

classes of inorganic compounds into three categories. A listing

of these classes is presented in Appendix A. Each of these

categories is expected to produce a range of clearance

characteristics. From these clearance characteristics, the two

values for each clearance pathway is assigned.

According to Cuddihy/ ' the ICRP model is not adequate,

especially in the solubility classification scheme used for

projecting clearance fractions. The ICRP model determined the

clearance rates by the chemical form of the compound. The major

oversight with this is that solubility can vary greatly within a

(21)particular chemical form. For example, Newtonv ' found from

dissolution studies conducted on heat treated plutonium oxide

particles, that dissolution rate constants varied by more than a

factor of 10. Newton did not discuss the causes of this

variability, however, solubility is a function of the physical and

chemical properties of the particular compound.* ' '

Mercer^ ' proposed that the role of dissolution is directly

proportional to the total surface area of the particle. To

determine solubility constants experimentally and to use this

calculation to estimate lung clearance of deposited material,



requires measurements of particle surface area

the ICRP greatly oversimplifies the role of

Consequently,
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Figure 1—ICRP Task Group clearance model.(0 The diagram
depicts three respiratory compartments: nasal passages, NP;
tracheobronchial airway, TB; and pulmonary region, P, and their
clearance pathways, a-h.

solubility in lung clearance which, in turn, restricts the model

from predicting lung clearance of a specific compound.



Recently, a biomathematical lung clearance model was introduced
(2)

at the Snowbird Actinide Workshop. ' The model is designed to

utilize derived dissolution rates for specific compounds. These

absorption rate functions are coupled with mechanical clearance

rate functions to project overall rates of clearance for the

material from all regions of the respiratory tract. Figure 2

illustrates a simplified version of Cuddihy's model.

For the pulmonary region, clearance is assumed to be

accomplished by three pathways: lung to GI, lung to lymph, and

lung to blood. The model states that the clearance of particles

by the former two pathways are controlled by mechanical clearance

rate functions, while the latter is governed by an absorption rate

function. The absorption rate function, which is obtained from

in-vitro dissolution studies, can be combined mathematically with

previously derived mechanical clearance rate functions to estimate

the fractions of material deposited in the pulmonary region

cleared by each of the three pathways.

The fractions of material cleared by each pathway can be

predicted from this model if the clearance rate constants for each

pathway are known. The mathematical interpretation of the above

is as follows:

If it is assumed that the total clearance from the pulmonary

region is accomplished by three pathways, then the amount of

material cleared from the pulmonary region in an instantaneous



time interval can be expressed as a function of the clearance

rates for those pathways:

dL » -(Kn
dt '

K,)L (1)
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Figure 2—A simplified model for the clearance of material
deposited in the respiratory tract developed by Cuddihy.(?)
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where:

K,= clearance rate for particles transported to GI

Ky- clearance rate for particles transported to lymph

K3= dissolution rate for particulate material transported

to blood

L = mass of material in the pulmonary region.

Intergration of Equation (1) yields:

-(K + K + K )t + C
L(t) = e ' Z 3 J

By applying an initial condition that L(t)=LQ at t=0, where LQ

is the initial load on the pulmonary region, Equation (2) can be

expressed as:

-(Kn + K. + K,)t
L(t) = LQe

 ] 2 3 (3)

In order to express the fraction cleared by a pathway in terms

of the three clearance rates, the mass of material cleared over

time by that pathway must be determined. For example, the mass of

material transported to blood in an instantaneous time interval

can be expressed as follows:

ft= K'L
where: B is the mass of material which has been transported to

blood.

n



Equation (4) can be substituted into Equation (3) to express dB in

terms of the three **ate constants:

-(K + K- + K3)t

jjf=K3Loe (5)

Integration of Equation (5) between 0 and t yields the following soluti

B(t) = B + L ° (1- e 1 2 3 (6)
o K + K + K

where: B is the concentration of the material in the blood ato

t=0.

By assuming that the concentration of the material in the blood is

zero prior to the exposure (B =0 at t=0), and by letting t go to

infinity the total amount of material cleared to blood (B) can be

expressed as follows:

B = K3LQ (7)

<K1 + K2 + V

From Equation (7) the fraction eventually cleared to blood from

the pulmonary region (B/L ) can be expressed in terms of the

clearance rates for the three pathways:

B =
 K3 (8)

As can be seen from Equation (8), once the rate constants are

known, determining the fractions is relatively simple. As

12



previously mentioned, the mechanical lung clearance processes have

been found to be relatively independent of the physical and

chemical form for relatively insoluble material. Consequently,

the mechanical clearance rates determined from previous

studies* * ' on similar compounds should be applicable to this

experiment.

The mechanical clearance rate constants for insoluble

particles transported between the pulmonary compartment and lymph

nodes was reported by Thomas* ' to be 0.0001/day. The

clearance rate constant for particles transported between the

pulmonary and the GI tract can be obtained from the ICRP

publication, ' which reported that for insoluble material

(Class Y) transportation between the pulmonary and GI tract will

have a clearance rate of O.0014/day. Oxidized DU is expected to

satisfy the criteria for a Class.Y compound (refer to Appendix A . ) .

The third clearance rate, governing lung to blood transfer,

will be estimated by the in-vitro dissolution study detailed in

this thesis. In order to make the correlation that the clearance

rate generated from the in-vitro dissolution study will be similar

to an in-vivo clearance rate it must be assumed that the specific

surface areas found in both are similar. This is crucial, because

the clearance rate is a function of the specific surface

area.(3'15) Studies conducted by Eidson(22) have shown the

above assumption to be fairly accurate. Eidson reported close

agreement (within a factor of two) between the in-vitro and

in-vivo clearance rates.

13



A dissolution rate (which is assumed to be the clearance rate)

for transfer from the pulmonary to blood can be obtained from a

dissolution study by plotting the fraction on semi-log paper of OU

remaining undissolved (M/MQ) versus time, where H equals the

mass remaining at time t, and MQ is equal to the initial mass (M

at t=0). The fraction of DU remaining (H/MQ) is a function of

two parameters, 0 and o, where B is equal to the product of time

(t), dissolution rate constant (K), and the ratio of the surface

area to particle mass (S ); or is the anti-log of the geometric

standard deviation of the aerosol size distribution. This

relationship is graphically illustrated in Figure 3. '

The dependency of M/Mo on 0 is relatively straight forward.

The smaller the specific surface area becomes (the larger the

particle size), the slower the dissolution rate will be. The

relationship between M/MQ and o also hinges on the specific

surface area, but as can be seen from Figure 3, this dependency

only takes place when less then 30% of the material remains

undissolved. For the experiment reported in this thesis,

approximately 80% of the sample remained undissolved;

consequently, the a of the sample will have little effect on the

dissolution rate and the results measured will relate to the short

term component of the total solubility.

The semi-log plots of H/MQ verses time in this experiment

will be similar to the plot shown in Figure 4.' ' Mercer

proposed that this plot could be approximated by the sum of two

exponentials (the two straight line extrapolations in Figure 4).

14
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Figure 3—Dissolution of particulate mass according to Equation
(9).v3)
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Figure 4—The relationship between undissolved mass fraction
remaining (H/MQ) and time.*15)
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The solution to this approximation 1s:

M / M Q - V

where: f and \ are sole functions of the a.

Mercer solved for f and x for various 0. These constants are

given in Table I. From this approximation (Equation (9)) the

estimated clearance rate for pulmonary to blood transfer of OU can

be determined.

TABLE I

Constants For Exponential Terms of Equation Defining Fraction
Undissolved Equation (9)<9>

a

0.5
0.7
0.85
1.0

f l

1.0
0.62
0.75
0.77

0
0
0

f2

0
.38
.25
.23

X l

1.18
1.76
1.533
1.536

0
0
0

_
.65
.425
.33

The second exponential in Equation (9) only has impact on the last

20% of the material remaining. Consequently, the first exponential is

sufficient in approximating the dissolution for 80% of the material and

results in only minimal error in the last 20%. Equation (9) can then be

reduced to the following using the previously noted definition for 0

(pg.n):

-X,I3 -*»iSnKt

H/Ho = ^ e = f,e ' p

16



Equation (10) can be redefined as follows:

X' = v,S K = K3 (11)

where: x' is the dissolution rate for the material in units of

days" and is assumed to be the clearance rate for lung

to blood transfer (Kg).

From Equation (11) the dissolution rate for DU can be

determined if the specific surface area (S ) of the sample is

known; the dissolution rate constant K is obtained from Equation

(10) by determining the value for H/H at time (t) from the

semi-log plot (Figure 4); and X. can be obtained from Table

I.* ' However, since a has little bearing on the dissolution

rate, for H/HQ > 0.3 a <? of 0.5 can be used. The dissolution

rate (X1) can also be determined by simply taking the slope of

an exponential fitted to a plot of mass fraction remaining

(M/MQ) versus time (Figure 4). From Equation (11) it can be

seen that the redefined X' is simply the slope of that

exponential.

In summary, the dissolution rate needed for Cuddihy's model

can be determined by one of two ways. (1) By plotting the mass

fraction dissolved vs. time on semi-log paper and then

approximating this line by a straight line, with the slope of the

straight line being the dissolution rate, or (2) by solving for

X1 in Equation (11). This will require determining the specific

surface area of the sample.



METHODOLOGY

The dissolution characteristics of oxidized DU were

investigated. This involved determining the dissolution rate of

oxidized DU over time in lung fluid simulant.

The oxidized DU was obtained from studies conducted by

Elder.v ' Elder subjected penetrators (see Literature Review)

to air and air-C0? mixtures at varying temperatures and flow

rates. The oxidized residue from Elder's study was used in this

experiment. Table II lists the conditions under which the

oxidized material was produced. The two samples with the widest

numerical range in dissolution rate constants were chosen for this

thesis. The two samples from Elder's study used in this thesis

were DU5, and DU9 (Table II). Scripsick(23) has shown these two

samples to have the greatest variation in the long term

dissolution rates.

TABLE II

Penetrator Oxidation Conditions^4)

Sample No.

DU5
DU6
DU7
DU8
DU9

Atmosphere

Air
Air
Air

CO2-Air Mixture
Air

Nominal Temp
ro
600
700
900
500
700

18



From each of the samples obtained from Elder* ' a set of

eight respirable samples were collected according to the British

Medical Research Council (BMRC) criteria. ' A respirable

sample from each set was placed in a dissolution chamber in which

lung fluid simulant was passed through. The effluent from this

chamber was then analyzed for DU concentration by a delayed

neutron technique. ' The respirable samples were also

analyzed for isotopic composition and total uranium concentration

prior to the dissolution study.

RESPIRABLE AEROSOL GENERATION:

Respirable oxidized DU samples were collected according to the

BMRC criteria for DU5 and DU9.*24* The BMRC criteria is

illustrated in Figure 5. The respirable samples were collected by

passing suspended oxidized DU through a horizontal elutriator

operated under the conditions specified to match the BMRC

criteria.1 ' The set up for the aerosol generation is

illustrated in Figure 6.

The elutriator must be operated at atmospheric pressure to

insure proper performance.* ' This was accomplished by placing

a tee, which was open to the atmosphere, upstream from the

elutriator. The air flowing through the tee was filtered by an

in-line high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter to prevent

contamination from the ambient air.

19
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Figure 5—Penetration curve for BMRC defining respirable aerosol.
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Figure 6—Respirable aerosol generation system.

Suspended oxidized DU was supplied to the horizontal elutriator by

means of a Wright Dust Feed.* ' Positive pressure was placed on the

upstream side of the dust feed using compressed filtered air to maintain

a sufficient flow of air through the dust feed. However, the positive

pressure was kept low enough to maintain a slight negative pressure on

the down stream side of the elutriator, thus, allowing a slow influx of

air at the tee. Four samples in parallel were collected down stream from

the elutriator on 5um pore size, 25mm diameter millipore filters. This

size filter was used to minimize the pressure drop across the filter and

because the filter has been shown to be 98-99% efficient for respirable

material.(27)

The volume of air flowing through the system was monitored with a

pressure transducer attached across the elutriator. This transducer was

calibrated against a dry test meter, which was placed upstream from the

elutriator prior to each run.

21



DISSOLUTION EXPERIMENT:

The dissolution chamber that was used in this experiment was

patterned after a design by Moss and Kanapilly. ' The dissolution

chamber, a flowpast system, is shown in Figure 7. The oxidized OU sample

for DU5 and DU9, which were collected on a 5pm Millipore filter, were

sandwiched between two Nuclepore filters (O.lym pore size).

Polyethyelene support screens were added to the front side of the

sandwich. In contrast, the back side of the sandwich was sealed off with

silicon rubber, since solvent only entered and left from one side of the

sandwich.
ROW IN

now OUT

SEALING
ftlh'G

MIDDU
COtt

POtYTTHYilKE
SCJtttN

IOTTOM
SECTION

Figure 7—The dissolution chamber.
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The solvent (lung fluid simulant) entered Into the center of the

dissolution chamber, then flowed radially outward over the front of the

filter sandwich, thereby allowing the OU to diffuse through the Nudepore

filter. ' The lung fluid simulant was not recirculated through the

chamber, but rather this was an open ended system. The above was carried

out in order to simulate, as close as possible, the conditions found in

the pulmonary region.

The lung fluid simulant was delivered to the dissolution chamber by a

peristaltic pump, at a constant flow rate of one mL per minute.

According to Moss, ' if the rate of flow through the dissolution

chamber is kept above 0.7 ml/minute then the dissolution rate will be

independent of the flow rate. Consequently, a 1 ml/minute flow rate was

chosen because it allowed for a margin of error in the flow rate without

affecting the dissolution and it was a convenient rate with which to

work. The pH of the simulant was maintained at 7.4 by slowly bubbling 95

per cent 0_ and 5 per cent COp through the simulant, as suggested by
(IB)Moss. ' The temperature of the solution was also maintained by

coiling the tubing transporting the simulant to the dissolution chamber

in a constant temperature bath at 37°C + 0.5°C.

The electrolytic composition of the lung fluid simulant was based on

information presented in a paper written by Moss. ' The components

of the solution are shown in Table III. The solution was designed to

model the lung interstitial fluid. A comparison completed by

Kalkwarf,'29^ showed that the simulant and the interstital fluid are

almost identical. The protein components in actual lung fluid were

23



represented by equivalent amounts of citrate as suggested by Hoss.

The lung fluid simulant was prepared in 156 liter batches, using

deionized water. To increase the rate of solution, 95 per cent of the

final volume of water was preheated to 37°C. The salts were mechanical

premixed in six liter flasks, to aid in dissolving the salts. The salts

were then transferred to the preheated water in the same order as liste

in Table III. During this procedure the pH of the solution would drift

basic (pH 8-9) causing a precipitate. This was controlled by lowering

the pH to approximately 7 with dilute HCL.

TABLE III

Components of the Simulated Lung Solution

Concentration
Component (g/1)

(a) Magnesium chloride, hexahydrate 0.203
(b) Sodium chloride 6.019
(c) Potassium chloride 0.298
(d) Sodium phosphate, dibasic, anhydrous 0.142
(e) Sodium sulfate, anhydrous 0.071
(f) Calcium chloride, dihydrate 0.368
(g) Sodium acetate, trihydrate 0.953
(h) Sodium bicarbonate 2.604
(i) Sodium citrate, dihydrate 0.097

The effluent from the dissolution chamber was collected in

20ml aliquots in polyethylene bags. These samples were taken

continuously for approximately 9 hours. Thereafter, one or two

samples were taken every 24 hours for roughly 28 days.

24



ANALYSES:

The respirable aerosol samples that were placed in the

dissolution chamber were first analyzed for total uranium oxide by

a gross gamma technique. Gross gamma monitors the amount of gamma

photons that are emitted from the sample. These gamma photons can

be standardized to determine the mass of uranium by comparing the

counting rate of an unknown mass to that of a standard (known

mass) of identical composition and geometry. ' This was

accomplished by producing standards from the bulk samples obtained

/41 %
from Elder's* ' strJ '. A portion of these samples were purified
to eliminate all metals u.. er then uranium by a procedure

(31)developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory/ ' These purified

uranium samples were then used as standards in the gross gamma

analysis. This analytical procedure could not be applied to the

multiple liquid samples obtained during the dissolution experiment.

The samples generated from the dissolution study were analyzed

for oxidized DU concentration by a delayed neutron (DN)

235technique. This technique measures the amount of U in the

sample, which can be related to the total mass of uranium oxide in

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) reference standards. To

determine the total mass of uranium in the oxidized DU samples it
235was necessary to determine the ratio of U in the oxidized DU

235

samples relative to the mass of U in the NBS reference
235standards. The U content in the oxidized DU samples was



235determined by isotopic analysis, while the U content of the
(25)

standard reference material was supplied by the NBS. ' The DN

technique and the isotopic analysis are discussed further in the

following paragraphs.

The DN technique involves counting the delayed neutrons

resulting from fission of uranium after irradiation by thermal

neutrons in a nuclear reactor. ' The production of delayed
235neutrons is proportional to the U concentration in the

sample; consequently, the data can be standardized by comparing
235counts of delayed neutrons from an unkown U concentration to

235
that of counts from known U concentrations. The technique

for subjecting the samples to thermal neutrons and counting of the

subsequent delayed neutrons followed the procedure outlined by
(25)Ide. ' The analysis was carried out at the Los Alamo;

National Laboratory Omega West Reactor and the equipment for this
{25)analysis was developed at the Laboratory. '

The isotopic composition of the oxidized DU samples were

determined by thermal ionization mass spectrometry. The analysis

was carried out vn the manner prescribed in the Los Alamos

National Laboratory Quality Assurance Document.* ' The uranium

samples were dissolved in 15.7M HN03. This solution was then

fumed to dryness to expel chloride and any organic residues. A
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solution of approximately 0.2pgAiL in uranium concentration

was prepared by dissolving the fumed uranium residue in 2H

HNCL. A volume of ipL of this solution was vaporized on a

tantalum ribbon sample filament to produce uranium oxide. The

sample filament was then analyzed by Mass Spectrometry for the

atom percent abundances of uranium isotopes.
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RESULTS

The experiment measured the quantity of DU that dissolved as a

function of time. This information was analyzed by a computer

program written for this experiment, which developed cumulative

plots of mass fraction remaining (H/MQ) vs time (Figures 8 and

9) and calculated a dissolution rate (x1) for each sample

generated from the dissolution study. A complete listing of the

computer program is given in Appendix B.

In Figures 8 and 9 the fractions of OU remaining were

calculated by determining the cumulative fraction of DU that

dissolved after each 20 ml sample was obtained from the

dissolution experiment. The cumulative fraction dissolved

[CFO(i)] for the ith sample was obtained by the following formula:

CFD(i) = Hg ( i ) (12)
M0

where: H = Mass of OU dissolved between sample i and

1-1(extrapolated from mass of oxidized DU

dissolved in 20 minute sample).

HQ = original mass of oxidized DU on the filter.

The fraction remaining [FR(i)] was then calculated as follows:

FR(i) = l-CFD(i) (13)

This value was then plotted against the time at which the sample

was taken relative to the start of the experiment.
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Since the calculated fractions of DU remaining shown in

Figures 8 and 9 were particularly ^igh for ten days for DU5 and

one day for DU9, as is typical among in-vitro dissolution

studies/9'11 'Z2' this data was not used in determining the DU

dissolution rates. The dissolution rates were calculated from the

data occurring after this initial dissolution phase. Specifically

the dissolution rate for DU5 and DU9 were determined from the data

generated after 240 hours and 209 hours, respectively. A complete

explanation of why this initial increase was excluded is given in

the discussion section.

According to Mercer/ ' a dissolution rate can be obtained

from Figures 8 and 9 by fitting an exponential to the data

occurring after the initial phase, with the slope of the

exponential equaling the dissolution rate (\'). This

relationship was discussed in the Literature Review and is

expressed mathematically by Equation (11). For statistical

reasons this method was not directly used to determine a

dissolution rate for 0U5 and DU9. The cumulative plots (Figures 8

and 9) were not used to determine the dissolution rate because

they propagate error throughout the data. Each data point was

determined from a cumulative sum (Equation (13); consequently,

each data point is affected by the previous data.

Instead, an estimate of the overall dissolution rate for DU5

and DU9 was calculated from each data point occurring after 240

hours and 209 hours, respectively. This was accomplished by
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obtaining an equation that would define the rate of dissolution

measured in each 20ml sample generated from the dissolution

study. From the differential of Equation (10) (with X1

replacing X,S K) it is clear this rate of dissolution is

equal to

dM/dt = -x'M (14)

where: M= the mass of material undissolved at time (t)

x'= the dissolution rate.

Dividing both sides of the equation by M gives

(dM/dt)/M = -X1 (15)

Equation (15) expresses, that the fraction of the remaining

material dissolved per unit time is a constant, equal to the

dissolution rate (x 1).

The X' in Equation (15) is the same constant proposed by

Mercer(3) (Equation 11).

Tables IV and V list the dissolution rates calculated for each

sample generated from the dissolution experiment. The formula,

which was based on Equation (16), that was used to calculate the

dissolution rates in Tables IV and V is given below:

x'(i) day"1 = m g(i* x 1440 minutes/dav (16)
FR(i) x MQ &T

where: AT = the time interval in minutes in which the sample

was taken.

X' = the dissolution rate in units of day , and

FR(i)

x Mo the mass of material undissolved at time (t) = M.

m = the mass of DU dissolved in each 20 minute sample.
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TABLE IV

Calculated Dissolution Rate for Each 20 ml Sample
DU5

*Time
HRS:MIN

0:09
0:30
0:49
1:09
1:29
1:49
2:09
2:30
2:50
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30
6:50
7:10
7:30
8:10
8:30
8:50
9:10
9:30
9:50

10:10
10:30
10:50
11:10
21:17
21:37
21:57
28:19
34:20
48:33
51:49

Dissolution
Rate (x1 day-1)

.9857

.1606

.0770

.0587

.0562

.0508

.0418

.0335

.0219

.0227

.0243

.0201

.0100

.0995

.0907

.0398

.0302

.0265

.0234

.0205

.0196

.0193

.0343

.0215

.0237

.0224

.0208

.0200

.0202

.0206

.0196

.0188

.0289

.0178

.0200

.0243

.0139

.0119

.0030

*Time
HRStMIN

57:36
74:34
74:54
80:01
80:21
94:19

103:36
107:09
124:03
124:23
125:03
143:54
148:15
166:49
171:18
187:25
194:54
212:19
217:29
219:34
235:51
240:38
269:30
284:05
308:40
315:19
331:44
339:14
362:10
379:12
386:24
403:14
410:49
460:47
475:04
506:09
530:14
578:04
698:26

Dissolution
Rate (x' day-1)

.0161

.0091

.0057

.0061

.0057

.0104

.0318

.0059

.0043

.0015

.0019

.0006

.0110

.0013

.0133

.0028

.0107

.0011

.0104

.0045

.0020

.0016

.0008

.0002

.0021

.0011

.0013

.0018

.0010

.0012

.0009

.0020

.0014

.0022

.0017

.0020

.0025

.0023

.0018

*Time denotes the elapsed time from the start of the experiment to when
the sample was taken.
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TABLE V

Calculated Dissolution Rate for Each 20 ml Sample
DU9

*Time
HRS:MIN

0:09
0:30
0:49
1:09
1:29
1:49
2:09
2:30
2:49
3:09
3:30
3:49
4:09
4:29
4:49
5:09
5:29
5:49
6:09
6:29

11:15
11:34
24:41
25:01
29:06
30:00
46:05
46:25
51:30
51:50
66:24

Dissolution
Rate (X' day-1)

1.7085
,7865
.4725
.3342
.2520
.2084
.1680
.1431
.1206
.1002
.0909
.0784
.0704
.0650
.0531
.0515 #

.0466

.0398

.0391

.0329

.0142

.0049

.0053

.0058

.0056

.0073

.0053

.0047

.0053

.0040

.0039

*Time
HRS:MIN

75:39
79:12
96:12
96:32
96.52
115:40
127:00
139:34
144:41
160:47
168:16
185:45
189:52
192:57
209:10
213:54
242:48
264:32
280:57
288:27
312:00
335:17
352:07
359:42
410:16
424:27
454:32
472:37
526:27
622:54
646:35
694:36

Dissolution
Rate (x1 day-1)

.0027

.0038

.0032

.0028

.0030

.0024

.0038

.0025

.0029

.0029

.0036

.0038

.0034

.0028

.0028

.0027

.0032

.0042

.0048

.0045

.0027

.0035

.0014

.0037

.0032

.0047

.0023

.0032

.0033

.0012

.0019

.0028

*Time denotes the elapsed time from the start of the experiment to when
the sample was taken.
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According to Equation (15), the X.'s calculated after 240

hours and 209 hours for DU5 and 0U9 respectively, should

approximate a constant value. To support this assumption

statistical analyses on the dissolution rates were performed to

determine if an average value of the dissolution rates could be

used to report the dissolution rate for DU5 and DU9. First, a

linear regression analysis was used to fit a straight line to the

dissolution rates and their corresponding sample times. These

plots are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Secondly, a hypothesis was tested to determine if the slopes

obtained from the regressions were significantly different from

zero. To test the hypothesis a 't' statistic (Table VI) based on

the differences of the two slopes was used. The 't' statistic has

a t distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom and the critical

regions for this statistic are summarized in Table VI. The

formula used in testing the hypothesis was obtained from

Ostle. ' The significance level, which indicates the

probability of a true hypothesis being rejected was set at .05.

The null hypothesis (that the slopes are not significantly

different from zero) is accepted when significance levels are less

than .O5. ( 3 2 )

Statistical analysis of the data showed that the slopes were

not significantly different from zero (Table VI). The values

calculated from the t statistic fell well inside the critical

regions (Table VI). By accepting the null hypothesis, it was

concluded that the dissolution rate(x') for DU5 and 0U9 did not

vary as a function of time. Thus, an average value of the
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TABLE VI

Test of Hypothesis (8 =0) for Slopes Obtained From Linear Regressions (Figs. 8 and 9)

00-5

DU-9

Slopes
(Bo**

3.17 x 10-«

2.933 x 10-*

Standard Error
of Estimate

4.97 x 10-3

9.608 x 10-4

Hypothesis
(H)

H0:B0-0

Ho:Bo-0

Test Statistic

U(B o-0Ws b o

.6.38 x IO-3

t.{Bo-0)/Sb<)

-3.05 x 10-3

Critical Region
for a t«o-stded
Alternative

ttl>t(W2)(»-2)

tt]>t.,75.17-?-lw

tt1>t(l^/2)(,»-2)

tt]>t.f75.16-2.^



dissolution rates could be used to report the dissolution rate for

DU5 and DU9. An average dissolution rate and a 97.5% confidence

Interval on that average value was obtained for DUJ and 0U9 from

the dissolution rates calculated after 240 hours and 209 hours,

respectively. The results of these calculations are listed in

Table VII.

TABLE VII

Determination of Average Dissolution Rate and a 97.5 Percent
Confidence Interval on That Average for DU5 and DU9

DU5 DU9

Dissolution Rates(K' day-1)
*after 240 hours

Time
HR:HIN

240:38
269:30
284:05
308:40
315:19
331:44
339:14
362:10
379:12
386:24
403:14
410:49
460:47
475:04
506:09
530:14
578:04
698:26

Dissolution
Rate(X' day-1)

.0016

.0008

.0002

.0021

.0011

.0013

.0018

.0010

.0012

.0009

.0020

.0014

.0022

.0017

.0020

.0025

.0023

.0018

Dissolution Ratesfx'day-1)
*after 209 hours

Time
HR:HIN

209:10
213:54
242:48
264:32
280:57
288:27
312:00
335:17
352:07
359:42
410:16
424:27
454:32
472:37
526:27
622:54
646:35
694:36

Dissolution
Rate(X' day-1)

.0028

.0027

.0032

.0042

.0048

.0045

.0027

.0035

.0014

.0037

.0032

.0047

.0023

.0032

.0033

.0012

.0019

.0028

X1 = 1.7x10-3=3.2xlO"4 X1 = 3.2xl0-3=5.1xl0"4

*Values for DU-5 and DU-9 were taken from Tables 4 and 5 respectively.
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Results of the isotopic analysis and Gross Gamma analysis are

summarized in Table VIII. From the Isotopic analysis, the ratio of

c 3U 1n the DU samples relative to the mass of U in the HBS

reference standards used in the delayed neutron technique was

determined. According to the National Bureau of Standards, their

reference standards(UQOQ) are .72% abundant in
 2 3 V 2 5 \ while

isotopic analysis determined that DU5 and DU9 were both .20% abundant in

c U. This results in a U ratio between the NBS standards and the

DU samples of 3.6. This ratio was then used to prepare a calibration

curve relating ON counts measured during analysis of the DU samples to

the total mass of OU oxide in these samples.

The Gross Gamma technique was used to analyze the filters placed in

the flowpast dissolution chamber for total uranium content prior to the

dissolution study. The values obtained were then used as H in

Equation (16).

The average dissolution rate for DU5 and DU9 were used in Cuddihy's

lung clearance model to predict the regional fractions of oxidized OU

deposited in the pulmonary region that would be cleared via the following

pathways; lung to lymph, lung to GI, and lung to blood. These regional

fractions were calculated by Equation (8) and the results are shown in

Table IX. The dissolution rate for DU5 and DU9 (X'= K3 = 1.7xlO~
3

and x'= K_ = 3.2x10 ) were used for pulmonary to blood clearance..

A clearance rate of 0.0001/day between the pulmonary and lymph nodes

(K2)
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TABLE VIII

Results from Isotopic and Gross Gamma Analysis

DU5

DU9

Isotopic Analysis
(atom percent abundant 1n ?35y)

0.20 * .002

0.20 * .002

Gross Gamma
(mass of uranium oxide)

0.01307(g)

0.0l428(g)



was taken from a report by Thomas* ' and a clearance rate of

0.0014/day between the pulmonary and GI (K..) was obtained from

ICRP 30. ' These clearance rates were assumed to be the same

for both 0U5 and DU9.

Predictions of the above regional fractions were also obtained

from the ICRP Task Group Model on Lung Dynamics. The values for

these predictions were obtained from the ICRP 30* ' for Class Y

compounds. Both DU5 and 0U9 were determined by the ICRP Task

Group classification scheme to be Y compounds by their

characterstics dissolution half lifes (for further detail refer to

the Discussion). A summary of the ICRP Task Group predictions are

also given in Table IX.

Oue to equipment failure specific surface area anaylses were

not obtained. Consequently, the dissolution rate constant (K) in

Equation (11) was not determined for DU5 and DU9. The main thrust

of this thesis was to compare predictions from two biomathematical

models based on the dissolution rates of DU5 and DU9, which were

measured directly. Thus, the absence of the dissolution rate

constants has little impact on this thesis.
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TABLE IX

Predictions by the Task Group Model and Cuddihv's Model. The regional fractions predicted by the
Task Group model were obtained from ICRP 30.(20> However, these values were corrected to
reflect the long-term clearance. The short- term clearance for GI was not reported.

Clearance Pathways

Lung to Blood

Lung to GI

Long to Lymph

Task Group Model Cuddlhy's Model

(regional fraction cleared)

OU-5 OU-9

.08 .08

.67 .67

.25 .25

OU-5 OU-9

.53 .68

.44 .30

.03 .0?

-p*



DISCUSSION

For both DU5 and DU9, high rates of dissolution were observed

initially. From the cumulative plots (Figures 8 and 9) it can be

seen that the fraction remaining changes rapidly for approximately

ten days for DU5 and for one day for DU9. This initial

dissolution increase as mentioned in the Results section is
/a IT 22)

typical among in-vitro dissolution studies. * ' ' However,

there has been no firm conclusion as to its exact cause. It is

common practice to calculate the dissolution rate from the data

obtained after this initial dissolution has taken

(9 11 22^place.v * * ' The exclusion cf this data appears to be valid

since in-vitro dissolution rates obtained from the data occurring

after this initial dissolution has been shown to agree (within a

factor of two) with in-vivo dissolution rates. ' '

In this experiment, the dissolution rate for 0U5 and DU9 were

generated from data obtained after 240 hours and 209 hours,

respectively. These time frames were chosen because they excluded

the data from the initial dissolution and they allowed for

approximately an equal number of samples for both 0U5 and DU9 for

determining the dissolution rate.

The dissolution rates obtained for DU5 and DU9 (Table VII)
(2)

were used in Cuddihy's lung clearance moder ' to predict the

regional fractions that would be cleared from the pulmonary region
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by the various pathways following an Inhalation exposure to

oxidized DU. These regional fractions were then compared in Table

IX to regional fractions predicted from the ICRP Task Group

model. ' As stated in the Results, Class Y parameters defined

by the ICRP Task Group on Lung dynamics were used for both 0U5 and

DU9. Class Y is used to describe the most avidly retained

substances which are expected to manifest maximal biological

half-times ranging from 6 months to several years. ' The

half-times for DU5 and DU9 were determined to be 407 and 217 days

respectively (t]/2 = In2/X'). Since both DU5 and DU9 fell

into the Y classification, the ICRP Task Group mo<1el would predict

the same regional fractions for DU5 and DU9. A summary of the

predictions by the ICRP Task Group model and Cuddihy's model are

given in Table IX.

As can be seen from the data presented in Table IX the

regional fractions cleared from the pulmonary region predicted by

Cuddihy's model differed considerably from the values predicted by

the ICRP Task Group. For example, Cuddihy's model predicted

regional clearances of 53% and 68% from the pulmonary region to

blood for the two samples, while the ICRP Task Group predicted an

8% clearance.

In order to draw conclusions from the above differences, a

basic understanding of how both models interpret the pulmonary

clearance environment must be attained.
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Cuddihy's model explains the clearance of particles from the

pulmonary region as a dynamic system. The pulmonary region is

preceived as one component in which the clearance rates of the

three pathways compete for the clearance of materials deposited in

this region. The derivation of Equation (8) was built on this

assumption.

In contrast, the ICRP Task Group views the pulmonary region as

compartmentalized (Figure 1). The ICRP Task Group depicts

pulmonary clearance as an environment in which clearance rates of

the various pathways do not compete against each other. For

example, the 25% of material deposited in the pulmonary region

that is predicted by the ICRP Task Group to be cleared to the

lymph system is not available for clearance by the opposing

pathways. Consequently, the amount of material cleared by a

pathway is not a reflection of the clearance rate for the pathway.

In conversation on December 15, 1982 with Dr. Paul E. Morrow,

who was chairman of the ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics, he

expressed that the regional fractions predicted by Cuddihy's model

could not be directly compared to the ICRP Task Group. However,

the total amount of material deposited in the pulmonary region

cleared to blood predicted by each model could be compared. The

above can be determined by calculating the amount of material that

will be absorbed from the GI tract and lymph system into the blood

system. According to ICRP 30,*z0* 0.2% of Class Y materials
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entering the GI tract, following Inhalation, will be absorbed into

the blood stream, and 90% of the material entering the lymph nodes

will be cleared to blood.

Using these constants and the data in Table IX a total of lung

to blood clearance was calculated for DU5 and 0U9 using the ICRP

Task Group Model and Cuddihy's model (CM). The following was

obtained:

Total Amount of Material Deposited in the Blood

DU5 0U9

CM .53 + .002(.44) + .9(.O3) = J>6 .68 + .002(.30) + .9(.O2) = ^70

ICRP .08 + .002(.67) + .9( .25) = J H .08 + .002(.67) + .9(.25) = 3̂_1

The numbers represent the total fraction of material deposited in

the pulmonary region that would be cleared to blood as predicted

by both models.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that there is a substantial

difference between predictions by the ICRP Task Group model and

Cuddihy's lung clearance model. Cuddihy's model predicts a much

larger fraction of OU cleared to blood from the pulmonary region.

This has an effect of increasing the dose to the target organ

because deposited material is moved more readily from lung to

blood. According to the ICRP/ ' the target organ for

relatively soluble DU is the kidney. Subsequently, Cuddihy's

model would predict a larger dose to the kidney than would the

ICRP Task Group model following an inhalation exposure. This

conclusion is consistent with data collected by Parson.' '

Parson compared a 50-yr kidney dose, as computed from the ICRP

Task Group model, and a model based on work conducted by
(2)

Mercer. ' He concluded that there was greater than a two-fold

increase in kidney dose predicted by the model based on Mercer's

work relative to the ICRP Task Group dose predictions.

The opinion of this researcher is that the major difference

between the two models is the way in which each model preceives

the clearance from the pulmonary region. Cuddihy's model views

the clearance as being from a single compartment while the ICRP

Task Group assumes a non-interactive multi-compartment clearance.

Recently, there has been a few in-vivo dissolution studies' * '
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that suggest that Cuddihy's approach gives a fairly accurate

estimate of the pulmonary clearance environment. This indicates

that the single compartment approach may give a better prediction

of pulmonary clearance. However, much more in-vivo data is needed

to confirm this conclusion.

Since the ICRP Task Group model does not seem to be as

conservative as suggested by Cuddihy's model, it should be used

with caution.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

During the completion of this research it became apparent that

further information was needed on the following:

1. Identification of the initial rapid dissolution rate.

This initial phase is a commonly observed phenomenon in

such studies. However, the cause of its origin has not

been substantiated.

2. In this study the aerosols generated had a cut off

diameter of 7um (BMRC criteria). It was assumed that the

difference between particle size distributions of the

aerosols used in this study and aerosol deposited in the

pulmonary region would not affect the dissolution rate.

In order to support this assumption (one made by many

researchers) information is needed on what effect, if

any, this presumably small difference in particle size

has on the dissolution rate.
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APPENOIX A

Classification Scheme of Inorganic Compounds By 1CRP
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APPENDIX B

Listing of the Computer Program To Determine Dissolution
Rates and Produce Plots of Mass Fraction Dissolved Versus Time
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DEPOSITION AND RETENTION MODELS

Ttitt 3. ftJmtrwy tltwntt tlajtifititit* efiwuanit teitfisunds

Cbui y—Avid retention: cleared slowly (yean)
"Carbide*—•eiinides, lamnanirits. Zr, V, Ma
Sulfide*—none
Sulkies—cone
Carbonates none

• Phosphates—none
Oxides mad hydroxides—laatbanida, actinides Group* 8 (V asd VI), 1b. 2b (IV and V), 3b exctp: S.-3"*,

asd 6b.
Halides—laothaaide fluoride*
Nitraw pone

Clcis H^—Moderate retention: intermediate clearance ratt* (weeks)
Carbides—Cations of all Clau W hydroxides except tboie lilted *i Qau Y carbide.
Sulfides—Groups 2a (V 4 VI), 4» (IV-VJ), 5a (IV-VI), 1b, 2b and 6b (V •+ VI;.
Su!r»te»—Croups 2a (IV-V1I), and 5a (1V-VI)
Carbonata—knthanida, Bi1 and Group 2a (IV-VII)
Pboiphate*—2nt+, Sn»4, Mg«*. T**+, Bi1* aad lantharudei
Oxidei and hydroxides—Croupi 2a (H-V3I). 3a (III-VIJ, 4a (III-VI), 5a (IV-VI), 6a (IV-VI), B, 2b

(\'I), 4b, 5b, and 7b Sc**
Halidej—lanihanide* (except fluoride*), Croups 2a, 3a (III-VI). 4a (IV-VI), 5a (IV-VI,, B, lb. 2b, 3b

(IV-V), 4b, 5b, 6b u d 7b
Nitrates—all canon* whose hydroxides are Clau Y asd W

Class D—Mi&usai retention: rapid clearance (day*)
Carbide*—«e trjrdroxides
Sulfides—all otcept Clau W
Sulkies—all except Class W
Carbonates—all except Can W
Phosphates—all except Class W
Oxides and Hydroxide*—Groups la, 3a (II), 4a (II), 5a (II, III), 6a (III).
Kalides—Groups la and 7a
•Nitrates—all except Clau W
Noble Gases—Group 0

Note: Where reference is made from one chemical form to another, it implies that an i» vise conversion occur*,
eg. hydrolysis reaction.

The following periodic table of the elements is med with the foregoing classification.

Group

Period

i

i i

in
IV

V

VI

VII

I*

H

u
Na

K

Rb

Ci

Fr

2a

Be

M|

Ca

Sr

Ba

Ra

3b

Sc

Y

U »

Acf

4b

Ti

Zr

Hf

2b

V

Nb

T«

6b

•

Cr

Mo

W

7b

Mn

Tc

Re

8

Fe

Ru

Os

Co

Rh

Ir

Ni

Pd

Pt

1b

Cu

Ag

Au

2b

Zn

Cd

H«

3a

B

Al

Ga

In

TI

4a

C

Si

Ge

So

Pb

5a

K

P

As

Sb

Bi

6a

0

s
Se

Te

Po

7a

F

a
Br

I

At

0

He

Ne

Ar

Xr

Xe

Rn

'Lanthanide* ,

t AnjnJdes

Ce

Th

Pr

Pa

Nd

V

Pm

Np

SID

Pu

Eu

Am

Gd

Cm

Tb

Bk

Dy

Cf

Ho

Ei

Er

Fm

Tin

Md

Yb

No

La
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